
Illinois’ teacher shortage crisis is intensifying, and COVID-19 has only made it worse. 

The latest survey of nearly 600 school districts across Illinois by the Illinois Association of Regional 

Superintendents of Schools (IARSS) highlights the problem and what should be done about it. 

For more details, visit: https://iarss.org/

Of schools report having a teacher shortage problem

Of schools report having a substitute teacher problem

Schools report 17 percent of their open teacher positions 

are unfilled or filled by someone not qualified for the 

position

Schools report these classes are canceled or moved 

online because of teacher shortage issues

Of schools report an increase in the number of 

paraprofessionals hired to respond to the COVID-19 

pandemic

Of schools report the teacher shortage problem 

continues to worsen

Of districts report recruiting new university graduates to 

draw in more educators 

Of districts report their geographic location hurts their 

ability to attract educators

Of districts expect the teacher shortage problem will 

worsen over the next two academic years

Of districts report fewer applicants for high school 

teaching positions

Of districts in west-central Illinois report a teacher shortage 

problem

Of districts in rural Illinois report a teacher shortage 

problem
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West-Central Illinois 
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Northwest Illinois superintendent

Southwest Illinois superintendent
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IARSS is working with its partners and policymakers on detailed recommendations to continue to attack the 
teacher shortage problem from all angles. Those recommendations will be released in the coming weeks, 

but here is a quick look at what’s under discussion:
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